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PRESS RELEASE
MARTYRDOM OF BSF JAWAN

On 27th Sept, late evening hours some unidentified
terrorists have cowardly killed Constable Mohd Ramzaan
Parrey in his home at Village Hajin District Bandipore.
Mohd Ramzaan the constable from 73 Battalion BSF was
on leave and living with his family. 2011 enrolled Mohd
Ramzaan was posted in Baramulla with his Battalion.
2.
All BSF personnel, resident of Kashmir have been advised to remain
cautious of terrorist activities during leave. Constable Mohd Ramzaan was
also advised so by battalion authorities before proceeding on leave.
3.
As reported, yesterday evening, some Urdu speaking terrorists
barged into the house of Constable Mohd Ramzaan, where he was sitting
with his elder brothers and father. The armed terrorist asked for ID card of
martyred constable, to which Mohd Ramzaan reacted and valiantly fought
with the terrorists. He almost succeeded in taking away the weapon but
other accompanying terrorist assaulted him with sharp edged weapons on
his head. Brave constable Mohd Ramzaan fought till his last breath. He was
shot four times in his chest. In this Indiscriminate firing his father Shri Gulam
Ahmed Parrey also sustained grievous bullet injuries. Other family members
present there in the room also sustained bullet injury. All injured were
evacuated to the Hospital where Constable Md Ramzaan was declared
dead on arrival while his father was further shifted to Srinagar. His condition
remains critical. Other injured members are out of danger.
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4.
As per the reports available from the family members of martyred
constable and the people of local area, this terrorists group was headed by
Abu Muslim and all of them belong to LeT. All terrorists are reported to be
foreigners. Following the incident, SFs have launched Operation in
surrounding areas to eliminate the terrorists. The cordon and Search
Operation is under progress till latest reports received from the incident site.
5.
Prahari Parivar mourns death of a brave Borderman and condemns
the coward action of terrorists. All out efforts will be undertaken to negate
the terror plans of antinational elements.
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